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 33How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?1  8 2 3 0 4.54 / 

90.87

 13How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?2  27 3 2 1 4.07 / 

81.30

 25How well were the teachers able to communicate?3  16 5 0 0 4.43 / 

88.70

 14The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be 

described as

4  24 7 1 0 4.11 / 

82.17

 24Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the 

teachers.

5  17 4 0 1 4.37 / 

87.39

 20Was your performance in assignments discussed with 

you?

6  19 5 2 0 4.24 / 

84.78

 21The institute takes an active interest in promoting 

internships, student exchange, field visit

opportunities for students.

7  12 8 3 2 4.02 / 

80.43



 14The teaching and mentoring process in your institution 

facilitates you in cognitive, social and

emotional growth.

8  21 9 2 0 4.02 / 

80.43

 18The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn 

and grow.

9  24 2 2 0 4.26 / 

85.22

 17Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, 

course outcomes and program

outcomes.

10  24 3 1 1 4.20 / 

83.91

 13Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an 

assigned task to you.

11  30 2 1 0 4.20 / 

83.91

 21The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples 

and applications.

12  19 4 2 0 4.28 / 

85.65

 19The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you 

to provide the proper level of challenges.

13  18 6 2 1 4.13 / 

82.61

 16Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help 

you to overcome them.

14  16 6 7 1 3.85 / 

76.96

 13The institution makes effort to engage students in the 

monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement 

of the teaching-learning process.

15  27 3 2 1 4.07 / 

81.30

 17The institute/ teachers use student-centric methods, 

such as experiential learning, participative learning and 

problem-solving methodologies for enhancing learning 

experiences.

16  19 5 5 0 4.04 / 

80.87

 22Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular 

activities.

17  19 3 1 1 4.30 / 

86.09

 16Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate 

soft skills, life skills and employability skills to make you 

ready for the world of work.

18  25 1 3 1 4.13 / 

82.61



 11What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD 

projectors, Multimedia, etc. while teaching?

19  13 10 2 10 3.28 / 

65.65

 19The overall quality of the teaching-learning process in 

your institute is very good.

20  18 6 1 2 4.11 / 

82.17



Give three observations/suggestions to improve the overall teaching-learning experience in your institution.

- No

- Good

- Yes

- Make teaching a two way interaction

- Nothing

- Good very satisfactory

- .

- Teachers are actually giving their best for us. Thank you to all the Teachers who teach us

- No

- .

- ...

- All good.

- Good

- No

- Good teaching & learning process.

- No

- No

- 1. Strictness with students while they disturb the class

2. In 1st lecture students always come late teachers have to punish them

3

- It's already good

- The Institution Facilities and teaching is very well, The institution given many opportunities to learn extra on the base of syallabus . Thankyou!

- It is allready good

- No suggestions

- No

- Nothing else

- Teaching learning experience was good

- No suggestion

- No suggestions

- No suggestions

- Good teaching

- 1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well... 2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts... 3) Make teaching a two way 

interaction.

- 1-To initiate field visit for everyone

2-knowledge about the outside world 

..... NA

- The Institution has to promote more internships and more field visit opportunities for students.

- The institute has to promote more internship and more filed visits opportunities to students.

- Syllabus should complete more earlier than usually

Take more example while teaching

- No suggestions

- No suggestions

- No suggesation

- No suggestion



- Some teachers are teaching very well and effective but some teachers teach very poorly and teachers not teaching in class they are talk to self study.

- No

- No

- .

- No suggestion

- Good

- None

- Good

- I think that's enough for students

- Good

- No Suggestion.

- There is no suggestions

- No

- No

- No

- No

- Encourage more to students

- None

- No

- None

- NA

- No

- No

- No

- No

- No

- No suggestion

- Nothing needed

- It is already good. The teachers are listen carefully about our study doubt and clear it and encourage in study to do it more study.

- They should become more effective than now

They shall gives us more facilities.

Kbp college have to improve management.

- No suggestions

- NOTHING

- No

- No

- There is no suggestions

- The college is very well .

College should improve the projector system

- Use the lCT tools LCD projectors improve

- Explain the method for giving examples, it's more better understanding the method

- The institute has to promote more internships and field visit opportunities for students

- No suggestions

- 1- Use of LCD tools 

2- Field visit



- 1. Use of LCD tools

2. Field visit

- No

- No

- NA

- Very good

- The institute has to promote more internship and more filed visits opportunity to student

- No

- No suggestion

- No suggestions

- No suggestions

- No suggestions

- Every thing is good

- Over all teaching is very good and excellent the teachers teach very nicely and friendly

- No suggestions

- Good

- Good

- Good

- None

- Satisfied

- None

- .

- No

- No

- Good teaching

- 

.

- Give chanse to every one to participate extra carcular activity , give actual training about accounting and finance

- Give chanse to every one to participate extra carcular activity , give actual training about accounting and finance

- No

- No

- No suggestions

- Null

- Good

- No Suggestion

- No idea

- No idea

- All teachers are excellent ?? teaching

- None

- 1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well... 2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts... 3) Make teaching a two way 

interaction.

- Use of LCD tools

Field visit

- NA

- No suggestion

- Give more time for lunch and



- No suggestions

- Teaching should be done on time

Teacher should teach with examples

- There no suggestions

- 1.Teachers proper time table.

2.sports/PT time.

3.Enhance students' enjoyment function.


